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Dungeon Battle II is for everybody who likes role playing adventure games, enjoys 
text based 
adventures, and likes variety in places & things to do, and likes to figure out secrets 
things.

Dungeon Battle Ii is filles with places to go, things to do, and secrets to find.  It forces
you to 
travel everywhere because you need certain things from one place to be successful 
in another.

You can start as a wizard or a fighter (or you can define your own character type, but 
thats 
a secret).  Wizards are more powerful with magic, and fighters are more effective 
using traditional
weapons.  Fighters are stronger overall, and are easier to play in the early levels. 
Wizards are difficult
to get past first level, but gain levels more rapidly after reaching level 2. 

Of the many places to go, there are the obligatory weapon shop & armour shop. Also 
there is a
magic book store where books of magic spells can be purchased. Then there is the 
casino, the inn
and the healers hut. Many of these places contain secret things that can be found or 
done.

There is the forest, filled with evil monsters. During your journey in the forest, you will
find other
items and places on occasion, some beneficial to your character, and some not so 
beneficial.

The Dungeon is pretty unique. You can choose to fight one of twenty legendary 
warriors who have 
long been dead, or you can choose to accept a mission assignment to find certain 
magical items for
a powerful wizard. If you find the item, you are generously paid by the wizard, but 
beware, you can't
use your defensive spells (healing spells) in the dungeon, and there are no healing 
places to go (as
far as you know).

The unknown planes are a complete mystery, and too much information given here 
would spoil the
fun of figuring out what the unknown planes are all about. Lets just say that things 
are not the
same here as in the rest of the game.  These planes contain plenty of places you can 
go to
battle, or to do other everyday midieval tasks.

Monsters wanted allows you to Kill monsters for gold. There are 25 beasts to defeat, 
and they must
be defeated , in order, before you can win the game.



COMING SOON ..... updates

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PLEASE WRITE TO ME WITH SUGGESTIONS, CRITICISM, IDEAS, ETC............

INTERNET ADDRESS IS:

ANTHONY.DUNLEAVY@COMPUDATA.COM


